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 SHORT IMMEDIATELY ON TODAY’s 

 MARKET OPEN DEC 10 or ASAP 

 Place a 3.5% STOP on the new Position 

 COVER on any 5.5% move  

 from a Closing LOW! 

 

 THAT Includes Either DJIA or SPX 

 

 If we decide to COVER these positions 

 before January 7 CP newsletter, we will 

 Contact everyone by EMAIL!  
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VOLATILITY! 

 

 Even we have been talking about recent market 

“Wild Swings!” Noting here that the VIX (Volatility Index) 

does NOT Confirm that appellation, as the VIX chart (right) is 

clearly not showing us any record emotional participation!   

 A closer inspection of intra-day movements indicates 

that they are performing in somewhat regular trend channels; 

something you would not see in a highly emotional context. 

Although the changes in direction are occurring at more 

frequent intervals, the regularity within each move was 

unexpected, and likely due to algorithmic postulates.  

 In our September 4 CP newsletter, we spoke of the 

early part of the month has the Most Market Tops in it. Then 

we wrote this paragraph: “Most of the world is nowhere near 

the strength of the U.S. markets in recent quarters. One of the 

most glaring cases is the BFK, mostly Chinese stocks traded 

internationally, down -20.55% from January. The EAFE 

(Europe, Australasia and Far East) looks similar, but only 

down -12.50% from that same peak.” 

 We called attention to the largest 18 world stock 

markets of which only four were positive for 2018 to then: 

Mexico +2.1%, Taiwan +4.8%, SPX +8.5% and also U.S. 

NASDAQ +17.5%. ALL others were already negative from 

tops in January! By our October CP, only Taiwan and the two 

U. S. markets remained positive. And now, ONLY the U.S. 

NASDAQ is left standing at +1%! 

 Also “Our work with astronomic cycles deals with 

universal energies and emotional states engendered by Solar 

activity as moderated or enhanced by planetary motions.” That 

signifies that our cycles have been negative and much more 

correct this year on all OTHER world markets than ours! 

 With the VIX chart seen above, we are concerned that our 

markets will not experience a bottoming process until real people 

come to a panic decision and sell stock positions. We think people 

are inactive because they are confused by so many contradictory 

situations which could directly affect their/our own life conditions. 

 We do not know if the trading machines are programmed at 

times to bring our markets down. The thing that we do notice is that 

the markets move in statistically „tight‟ trends. They move in very 

regulated precision movements – not at all as if normal people are 

interacting. We also noticed long ago that the NYSE stopped 

reporting the percentage of total volume accountable to algorithmic 

trading machines. We believe it is well into the 90‟s of percentages. 

 We also observe that at least the index futures move and 

reverse intraday at precise support & resistance levels, trendlines 

and moving averages. These are technical markets – In extremis! 

 Our mention in the November CP that many planets are 

situated in Water Signs, and that affects emotions, worldwide. 

Mercury re-entered direct motion (relative to the Earth) on 

December 6 and leaves Scorpio on the 12
th

. Venus, Mars and 

Neptune remain in Water signs through the entire month. Mars 

leaves Pisces for its own ruled sign (Aries) on New Year‟s Day.  

Venus leaves Scorpio on January 7.  

 Perhaps the bottom will be in place by early January. But 

then we get the Eclipse series in Jan., Solar on the 6
th

 and late 

20
th

/early 21
st
 for the very tight Lunar Eclipse. We live in the 

continuing interesting times! Never a dull moment. 

 

We are choosing to SHORT the stock markets today and place 

3.5% stoploss orders on the new positions. If profitable, COVER 

SHORTS on any 5.5% closing rally from a closing LOW! 

 

Remember our last sentence from this page last month: 

 

“I am personally keeping a handful of put options, just in case 

they go to half a million ($) as they did in 2008, having sold or 

hedged just about everything else.”                 Just sayin‟… 

 

 



MARKET INDICES ARE TESTING THEIR OCT/NOV LOWS! 
 

 From the looks of these patterns, we would not be surprised to see a strong gap down through these lows, today or 

within the next few days. We are concerned about possible negative reactions around the FOMC, 2 pm EST on the 19
th

 and also 

aspects relating to Monday, December 24 (Christmas Eve day). It is more common for December to be the best month in normal 

years. This is NOT a normal year by any means. If markets continue this current correction/debacle, will the FED hold off from 

their planned increase?  
 

  It may be that the Saturn approach to Pluto, both now in Capricorn, will bring a more focused negativity to markets. 

The Sun will join them in January, Saturn on New Year‟s Day and Pluto on January 10-11. Sun will join Pluto in Longitude and 

Declination within 24 hours, meaning that it will be an extremely tight and powerful event! 
 

 We have been focusing, this past week or so, on the fact that ALL of the Major Stock Indices were about to form Death 

Crosses, defined rather dramatically as their 50-Day Moving Average crossing below their 200-Day MA‟s. It literally means 

that a relative downtrend in a price item is becoming PERSISTENT! It is not All Prescient that a crash is about to happen. It is, 

however, a sign that the „persistence‟ could possibly be entering a dangerous phase.  
 

 This week, the greater bulk of Market Indices joined the two or three „early crossers‟ leaving ONLY the Dow 

Industrials and the NASDAQ Composite yet to complete the transaction. Leading the general market tenor, the high tech 

Hotshots, the NDX100 was the earliest to „lose the faith‟. You can observe these instances in the above charts as the smooth red 

lines cross below the smooth blue lines. 
  

 As for the 30-Year BOND, we remain Bearish on Bonds unless the 50-Week MA is penetrated upside. This week, it 

actually popped up almost exactly to that red line which is the 50-Week MA! The suspicion is being bandied about that the FED 

may reverses their current rising rate projections, or at least, hold off on the near term.     

                  

 

 The key comment re BITCOIN last month was: “The more 

recent triangle formation has the advantage of being isosceles which is 

more balanced than the earlier, larger triangles. The disadvantage is that it 

will only take a small movement to break it down as well as up.”  

 Now we know! The BC did break DOWN, as the triangle pattern 

suggested that it would do one or the other. We have no way to judge the 

merits of this investment from this current chart. It could remain in free 

fall until some future date, or reverse upside fairly soon. The current 

picture must be considered negative in the extreme. As we also wrote last 

month: “No higher high yet! Need an UPTREND!” 

 

       
 



  
     U.S. DOLLAR INDEX (DX-daily)         TEN YEAR RATE (TNX-daily) 
 

SLIGHTLY HIGHER HIGHS IN THE U.S. DOLLAR; SMACKDOWN IN THE TEN YEAR RATES! 
 

 The Dollar Index made high this year so far at about 97.50 on November 12 and has stabilized near those highs, but the 

momentum has faded such that the steepest lower trendline has been violated. Higher, but without the “Gusto!” You can see in the 

lower section of the chart that the MACD has gotten „sloppy‟ and may be hinting at the formation of a topping area. That is yet to be 

determined as the technical damage has not developed sufficiently to blunt the optimism at this point. But it does require a closer look. 

A break of the red 50-Day average would be a serious warning, but it would take a break of the blue 200-Day line to lose all hope  

  

 TNX, the 10-Year Interest Rate, has finally broken solidly above its 2.8-3.1% range held for the last eight months and 

registering a high on October 5 at 3.248. From there, it corrected down to 3.059 on October 26. A secondary attack on the highs failed 

close to the October highs after which rates collapsed about 40 basis points into early December. A multiple-tested neckline at 2.80 

will likely hold for now, but the FOMC on December 19 will give us a better indication of how rates will shake-out. 

 

 OIL made what OPEC hopes is a major low in 

price on October 29, down close to 36% from its 76.90 

high in a bit under two months. It is building a base 

between 49 and 54, from which Oil Bulls have planned 

that their production cuts will carry oil back up for some 

decent income. The sheer amount of technical chart 

damage is likely to hinder their aspirations. They‟ll be 

lucky to get back from the square of seven to the square of 

8; 49 to 64! OPEC plus a few others seem to be in 

agreement to hold off enough production to result in 

significantl,y higher prices.  We wish them luck!  

 

 

“News has been the culprit in this shaky market. President Trump’s trade war with China continues to weigh on 

the bulls, despite a 90-day timeout. In the U.K., the Brexit deal is expected to fail in the House of Commons early 

next week. Interest rates and the Federal reserve’s stance is another worry, despite Fed Chairman Jerome Powell’s 

recent attempts to quiet the storm. More than anything, the market needs normalcy. So far in Q4, the news has 

been anything but normal.”                   -                 Paul Whitfield in today’s INVESTOR’S BUSINESS DAILY 



 The drop in GOLD since last April did 

some considerrable damage to the Intermediate 

Trend, but the five-year bottoming pattern 

appears to remain intact. It was a considerable 

disappointment that the positive uptrend from the 

late 2015 lows was interrupted by the sharp dip 

into August that broke the two and a half year 

uptrend channel and the 200-Week MA. 

 The downside momentum improved in 

October and more with this breakout back above 

it‟s 200-Week MA (heavy blue line on the 

„price‟ field of the chart. Seasonal factors 

continue to favor GOLD through February. 

 There is plenty of „Resistance‟ on the 

chart above current levels, including the 50-

Week MA (heavy red line) and the lower rising 

trend channel line (black) which was broken last 

July. The strongest line to overcome is the five-

year „neckline‟ forming the top of the pattern 

currently at about 1365-75. Closest at this time is 

the 200-Day MA st 1262 (not shown), which 

may slow (hopefully not Stop) the solid advance 

now in progress! 

 We wrote last month: “The planetary 

cycles work is also improving during November, 

especially on Nov 5-7 and after the Nov 16-19 weekend.” That has proved to be at least a good trading BUY point, although the best 

of the move to date has been in the early December period. 

 We are not going to be wildly bullish on GOLD until it breaks from its Five-year base by going above 1365-80. As we wrote 

November 5, “But traders (who know how to get out quickly if expectations are not met quickly) might be persueded to stick a toe or 

maybe two, back in the water.” Looks better so far, but there is not enough technically positive action to bet much of anything. 

 “CRB INDEX of general commodity prices made their high in late May and a recent secondary peak in early October, after 

which they have been down four weeks running. Support should be coming here just a bit lower in the 187-190 range.” The CRB 

Index came down for seven weeks, broke the support around 187 and has stabilized with three weekly lows at or near 180. If it follows 

an earlier pattern, it will decline for one more quarter, ending below 170. That would clearly indicate the possibly of more deflation, 

and that right immediately!   GOLD and the other METALS  also made their lows in August. GOLD has broken some resistance, 

SILVER has not. 

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/-3 Days) 
 

NOV 26-27 = Sun/Mercury/Jupiter conjunction (usually think of increase) but semi-square Pluto (increase of govt intrusion/death?) 

NOV 30 = GRAND CROSS with Uranus square Moon‟s Node & Vesta opposition, and opp Venus= Surprise harmonious unions. 

 Inflation is likely to rise more quickly than expected, as it has been holding off. Could go a bit WILD in December! Metals!! 

DEC 1-3 = 1
st
-Mercury enters Scorpio; 2

nd
-Venus into Scorpio; 3

rd
-Moon into Scorpio = Highly Emotional period. May affect Mkts. 

  U.S. mourns Bush Sr =Nov 30-Dec 6.-Markets closed for funeral Wed 5
th

.    Wild market swings 4
th

 & 6
th

! 

DEC 6 = Mercury Direct Station = Some sense of normalcy may return in a few days. Moon joins Jupiter at market open. 

DEC 7 = New Moon; Mars/Neptune = May be an important low for markets, may be a pull-back higher low. Metals active! 

DEC 8-13 = Very low activity levels in the sky. Mercury enters Sagittarius evening of 12
th

 = Everyone considers comings & goings! 

DEC 14 = Venus semi-sextile Jupiter = Markets should be favorable early. 

DEC 15 = Uranus semi-square Neptune= “A general undertone of insecurity/anxiety as shifting sands make foundations shaky.”-Dell 

DEC 20-21 = Markets very favorable Thursday-Friday option expiration! Sun 120 Uranus, Venus 120 Neptune, Mercury conj Jupiter 

DEC 24 = Multiple Mercury aspects make for unusual travel & communications quantity, quality. Possible glitches. 

DEC 27-31 = Unusually strong market rallies in a normally positive period! Beware New Year‟s Eve as Mars enters Aries= violence? 

JAN 5-6 = Partial SOLAR ECLIPSE; Uranus Direct Station. = Unusual unexpected events this weekend. NOT a quiet period! 

JAN 7 = Next CP Newsletter Monday!  Venus enters Sagittarius. Foreign travel or visitors from afar! 

JAN 11 = Sun conjunct Pluto (parallel yesterday) makes it more than usual power= Tight alignment. Moon VOID all day! 

JAN 11-14 = Jupiter squares Neptune, parallels Pluto = Large moves and/or changes of direction especially in commodity markets! 
 

ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are most often emailed on 1st Mondays of months. Next CP will be available Monday, January 7. 
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